
 
To: General Education Task Force 
From: Andrew Shallue 
Date: November 28, 2017 
 
 In the November, 2017 draft titled “The IWU Experience,” the Global Citizenship 
domain has Language as a required category.  This requirement makes the domain unique 
among domains in the proposal, the rest of which follow a “take two out of three” model.  
Furthermore, the Language category is unique among categories in the model in that 
proficiency needs to be demonstrated in order to satisfy the requirement. 
 I disagree with this decision, and urge the Gen Ed Task Force to not treat the 
Language requirement as more necessary for students than all others (outside The Core).  I 
feel that the requirement as proposed is contrary to the principles upon which the model as 
a whole was built, and contrary to the needs of some students.  Specifically, here are the 
principles I will focus on, taken from the presentation at the Fall Faculty Conference: (a) 
Add flexibility, (b) Make the program easier to navigate, (c) Do not exceed the current 
number of required courses.  Since counting the number of required courses in the current 
program is challenging, I’ll simplify this to the following: it is of value to students and to the 
institution to keep the maximum number of general education required courses as small as 
possible. 
 Please see below for my specific proposals, along with supporting rationale. 
 
Sincerely, 
Andrew Shallue 
 
 
Proposals: 

(1) Move the language category away from a proficiency model.  Instead, students take 
one course in a second language to satisfy the requirement.  The intent is to have this 
apply to all students.  However, as we might allow students to satisfy some general 
education requirements with AP credit, so in turn it would make sense to continue 
accepting e.g. TOEFL in lieu of this requirement. 

(2)  Instead of requiring the language category, the language requirement is placed on 
equal footing with Global Engagement and Off-campus International Experience.  That 
is, the Global Citizenship domain is back to “choose 2 of 3.” 

(3)  If proposal (1) is too much of a change from current practice, I would encourage the 
task force to consider going back to the proposal from the Fall faculty conference, 
namely a 0-2 course language requirement, embedded within a Global Citizenship 
domain where students “choose 2 of 3.” 

 
Rationale: 

Proposal (1) makes the general education program much easier to navigate.  Instead 
of worrying about proficiency exams and trying to decide if it is worth it to study a new 
language, all students know they will need to take one language course to complete the 
requirement.  Proposal (1) also supports the principle of keeping the total number of 
general education classes manageable.  In particular, I care about the students who come to 



the university with no language training, and for whom a second language does not meet 
their career goals.  Those students would be better served by having the space in their 
program to pick up a second major, or to study abroad. 
 At a more fundamental level, I disagree that proficiency should be part of the 
general education program, and especially that proficiency be applied selectively to some 
requirements and not others.  Just as few if any students will become proficient in a 
language after taking one language course, few if any students will become proficient in 
formal reasoning after taking one course.  The purpose of general education is to expose 
students to a broad variety of academic subjects, while the purpose of the major and minor 
is to give students proficiency in specific skills.  Students who take one general education 
course and enjoy it have the opportunity to pursue further study in that area, but only if the 
general education program as a whole does not crowd out all other opportunities through 
its size.  
 Proposal (2) supports the principle of flexibility.  As mentioned, some students will 
be better served by studying abroad rather than taking up to three courses in a second 
language.  Of course, other students will be better served through intensive study of a 
second language.  The current general education model is built on the idea that students 
are best served if they are given an increased ability to make these decisions for 
themselves, and this trust should be extended to the language requirement as it is to all 
others (outside The Core). 
 I will further note that if a student were to study abroad and take a global 
engagement course, they will have met the domain description, namely to “engage students 
in preparation for communication and responsible citizenship in a global community.”  I 
believe that students are the most engaged when they study abroad and are immersed in 
another culture.  Even if the communication happens in a student’s native language rather 
than a second language, the cultural experience is deeper and more meaningful than any 
amount of classroom instruction can provide.  And certainly, if students study abroad and 
take a global engagement course, then they “are introduced to global diversity through an 
examination of at least one other society’s experience, forms of communication, or view of 
itself and the world.” 
 
 
 
 
 
To: General Education Task Force 
From: Carmela Ferradans 
Date: November 29, 2017 
 
I see 2 different issues: 

 

1) the language requirement, which is negotiable, and  

2) the proficiency issue, which is not negotiable because it follows the guidelines of our 

professional association: American Council of the Teaching of Foreign Languages (ACTFL).  

 



1) If we require a language, then the logical thing to do would be to put it in the Core as others 

have proposed. This means that the Domain would be diluted and disappear. I think keeping the 

Global Citizenship Domain as is (three categories) is crucial to our liberal arts mission: "The 

Illinois Wesleyan experience affords the greatest possibilities for realizing individual potential 

while preparing students for democratic citizenship and life in a global society." Putting the 

language in the Core would not solve the "proficiency" issue which is for me the most important 

one of the two.  

 

2) Proficiency: In my view (and following the ACTFL guidelines of intermediate 

proficiency)  third-semester proficiency (courses numbered 201) in a second language provides 

our students with a more meaningful learning experience than requiring one semester or two in a 

second language. A third-semester experience in a second language engages all goals of the 

Global Citizenship Domain, the university mission of "preparing students for democratic 

citizenship in a global society", and our General Education core value of effective 

communication, among others. IWU students in any 201 language course engage with all five 

World-Readiness Standards for Learning Languages set by ACTFL: Communication, Cultures, 

Comparison, Communities, Connections (the FIVE Cs as we usually call these standards which 

also align with our current Global Diversity Flag and the AAC&U Value Rubrics for 

Intercultural Knowledge and Competence). 

 

https://www.actfl.org/sites/default/files/publications/standards/World-

ReadinessStandardsforLearningLanguages.pdf 

https://www.aacu.org/value/rubrics/intercultural-knowledge 

 

After the Gen Ed Second Language assessment, our 201 students were found to fall into the 

ACTFL Intermediate Advanced or Intermediate Mid levels:  

 

Intermediate High Intermediate High speakers are able to converse with ease and confidence 

when dealing with the routine tasks and social situations of the Intermediate level. They are able 

to handle successfully uncomplicated tasks and social situations requiring an exchange of basic 

information related to their work, school, recreation, particular interests, and areas of 

competence. Intermediate High speakers can handle a substantial number of tasks associated 

with the Advanced level, but they are unable to sustain performance of all of these tasks all of 

the time. Intermediate High speakers can narrate and describe in all major time frames using 

connected discourse of paragraph length, but not all the time. Typically, when Intermediate High 

speakers attempt to perform Advanced-level tasks, their speech exhibits one or more features of 

breakdown, such as the failure to carry out fully the narration or description in the appropriate 

major time frame, an inability to maintain paragraph-length discourse, or a reduction in breadth 

and appropriateness of vocabulary. Intermediate High speakers can generally be understood by 

native speakers unaccustomed to dealing with non-natives, although interference from another 

language may be evident (e.g., use of code-switching, false cognates, literal translations), and a 

pattern of gaps in communication may occur. 

 

Intermediate Mid Speakers at the Intermediate Mid sublevel are able to handle successfully a 

variety of uncomplicated communicative tasks in straightforward social situations. Conversation 

is generally limited to those predictable and concrete exchanges necessary for survival in the 

https://www.actfl.org/sites/default/files/publications/standards/World-ReadinessStandardsforLearningLanguages.pdf
https://www.actfl.org/sites/default/files/publications/standards/World-ReadinessStandardsforLearningLanguages.pdf
https://www.aacu.org/value/rubrics/intercultural-knowledge


target culture. These include personal information related to self, family, home, daily activities, 

interests and personal preferences, as well as physical and social needs, such as food, shopping, 

travel, and lodging. Intermediate Mid speakers tend to function reactively, for example, by 

responding to direct questions or requests for information. However, they are capable of asking a 

variety of questions when necessary to obtain simple information to satisfy basic needs, such as 

directions, prices, and services. When called on to perform functions or handle topics at the 

Advanced level, they provide some information but have difficulty linking ideas, manipulating 

time and aspect, and using communicative strategies, such as circumlocution. Intermediate Mid 

speakers are able to express personal meaning by creating with the language, in part by 

combining and recombining known elements and conversational input to produce responses 

typically consisting of sentences and strings of sentences. Their speech may contain pauses, 

reformulations, and self-corrections as they search for adequate vocabulary and appropriate 

language forms to express themselves. In spite of the limitations in their vocabulary and/or 

pronunciation and/or grammar and/or syntax, Intermediate Mid speakers are generally 

understood by sympathetic interlocutors accustomed to dealing with non-natives. Overall, 

Intermediate Mid speakers are at ease when performing Intermediate-level tasks and do so with 

significant quantity and quality of Intermediate-level language."   

 

https://www.actfl.org/publications/guidelines-and-manuals/actfl-proficiency-guidelines-2012 

 

ACTFL also has a number of publications and research suggesting that language learners 

develop a more positive attitude toward the target language and/or the speakers of that language:  

https://www.actfl.org/advocacy/what-the-research-shows/what-the-research-shows-about-

students%E2%80%99-attitudes-and-language-learning 

 

I think there is a compromise on the proficiency issue (it would be Andrew's number 2): 

 

After talking with several faculty, I think we can get consensus amongst the language and 

international studies faculty with the following compromise. We could acdept GETF’s Fall 

faculty conference model (choosing 2 out of 3 categories) provided that  

 

1) we change the language to 1-3, third-semester proficiency (courses numbered 201), and  

 

2) reword the Study Abroad Experience requirement so students participating in study abroad 

programs in English-speaking countries will have to take a second language (either while they 

are abroad or on campus).  So a student going to the Pembroke program, for example, will have 

to take a second language--I still think that just by going abroad students should fulfill the 

domain, but again, I am in the minority here.  

 

We can frame it like this "Every student at IWU will graduate having either studied abroad 

for a significant amount of time or studied a second language," and this is what would make 

IWU distinctive.  

 

Thank you. 

 

Carmela 

https://www.actfl.org/publications/guidelines-and-manuals/actfl-proficiency-guidelines-2012
https://www.actfl.org/advocacy/what-the-research-shows/what-the-research-shows-about-students%E2%80%99-attitudes-and-language-learning
https://www.actfl.org/advocacy/what-the-research-shows/what-the-research-shows-about-students%E2%80%99-attitudes-and-language-learning

